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Venn Diagram Problems And Solutions
PART 1 MODULE 3 VENN DIAGRAMS AND SURVEY …
A Venn diagram is useful in organizing the information in this type of problem Since the data refers to two categories, we will use a two-circle
diagram Let U be the set of people who were surveyed Let E be the set of people who believe that Elvis is still alive Let A be the set of people who
believe that they have been abducted by space
Venn Diagram Problems - The Chalkface
Venn Diagram Problems SOLUTIONS 1 In a mums & toddlers group, 15 mums have a daughter, 12 mums have a son a) Julia says “15+12=27 so
there must be 27 mums altogether” Explain why she could be wrong: Some mums may have a son and a daughter, and would have been counted
twice b) There are actually 20 mums in the group altogether
Venn Diagrams
Provided by the Academic Center for Excellence 1 Venn Diagrams August 2017 Venn Diagrams Venn diagrams use circles to represent sets and to
illustrate the relationship between the sets The areas where the circles overlap represent commonality between the sets In mathematics, Venn
Using Venn Diagrams to Solve Probability Problems
Using Venn Diagrams to Solve Probability Problems Venn Diagram Example 2 •A = Cars with Sunroofs B = Cars with Air conditioning •What does
the shaded area represent ? A B Venn Diagram Example 2 Draw a Venn Diagram that depicts two mutually exclusive events
Module 7.2: Basic Venn Diagram Problems
The Venn diagram is in the next box Here is the Venn Diagram for the previous example 96 190 108 84 =478 By the way, we’ll see this problem again
on Page 953 # 7-2-5 Your friend is doing research on student employment on campus He has surveyed 100 graduating seniors Of these, 30 have
never had an internship nor do they have a job lined
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PART 1 MODULE 2 SET OPERATIONS, VENN DIAGRAMS SET …
14 On a Venn diagram, shade the region(s) corresponding to A ∩ B′ 15 On a Venn diagram, shade the region(s) corresponding to (A ∪ B)′ 16 On a
Venn diagram, shade the region(s) corresponding to A′ ∩ B′ Solution to Example 121 #13 To shade the set we need to compare the Venn diagram for
A with the Venn diagram for B′, and
Venn Diagrams
Venn diagrams and the Inclusion Exclusion Principle We can sometimes use the inclusion-exclusion principle either as an algebraic or a geometric
tool to solve a problem We can use a Venn diagram to show the number of elements in each basic region to display how the numbers in each set are
distributed among its parts
Applied Math Worksheets
Applied Math Worksheets Solve Three Sets Venn-Diagram Problem (2) Solutions x = 32 students taking all the three courses (72 - x) = 40 students
only taking Biology and Physics, (90 - x) = 58 students only taking Biology and Chemistry (60 - x) = 28 students only taking Physics and Chemistry,
(53 + x) = 85 students only taking Biology (41 + x) = 73 students only taking Physic
SS - AMSI
The Venn diagram opposite displays the whole situation The purpose of this module is to introduce language for talking about sets, and some
notation for setting out calculations, so that counting problems such as this can be sorted out The Venn diagram makes the situation easy to …
Set Theory and Logic
We often use what is known as a Venn diagram to illustrate sets In a Venn diagram circles are used to represent subsets of a set U (denoted by a
large rectangle) Here is a Venn diagram illustrating A∪B Figure 11: A∪B We have the following facts about the union: 1 A∪φ = A 2 A∪A = A 3 A∪B
= B ∪A 4 (A∪B)∪C = A∪(B ∪C)
MAT 17: Introduction to Mathematics Using Venn Diagrams to ...
Solutions to Questions: 1) This is represented by the region inside the Pizza circle but outside all other circles Answer: 30 2) This is represented by
the region inside the Venn diagram but outside all circles Answer: 10 3) This is represented by the sum of all regions inside the Hot Dogs circle
Answer: 50 60 40 20 170
Grade 7 Math LESSON 3: PROBLEMS INVOLVING SETS …
1 Solve word problems involving sets with the use of Venn diagrams 2 Apply set operations to solve a variety of word problems NOTE TO THE
TEACHER This is an important lesson Do not skip it This lesson reinforces what students learned about sets, set operations and the Venn diagram in
solving problems Lesson Proper: I Activity
Module 7.4: Advanced Venn Diagram Problems
Module 74: Advanced Venn Diagram Problems Now we’ll consider some harder Venn Diagram problems First, we’re going to learn about an
alternative format for displaying this kind of information: a table rather than a Venn Diagram These are impractical for 3-variable problems, but for
2-variable problems, they do give you some good information
Venn Diagrams - Mathematics
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Sep 23, 2008 · Venn Diagrams Lesson Plan Cube Fellow: Julie Miker Teacher Mentor: Katrina Easterling Goal: To learn how to create Venn diagrams
and use them in problem solving Grade and Course: 8 th grade KY Standards: MA 08-411, MA 08-414 Objectives: 1Students will be able to collect
data and display it in a Venn diagram
Venn Diagrams for Math 151 - Germanna Community College
In mathematics, Venn diagrams are used to analyze known information obtained from surveys, data reports, and tables This handout will cover the
five steps to analyzing known information using a Venn diagram The following is an example of a problem that is solved with a Venn diagram written
both formally and symbolically:
Math 211 Sets Practice Worksheet--Answers
3 Refer to the diagram to answer the questions below What set notation would you use to represent the following regions? Example: Region 3 could
be written as A B i) Regions 1, 2 and 4 are all shaded ii) Only Region 2 is shaded (A ∩ B)’ or A’ B’ A ∩ B’ iii) Only Region 1 is shaded iv) Regions 1 and
4 are shaded
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